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Abstract 
Haiman, M.D. and D. Kim, A characterization of generalized staircases, Discrete Mathematics 
99 (1992) 115-122. 
This is a sequel to the first author’s paper ‘Dual equivalence with applications, including a 
conjecture of Proctor.’ One result of that paper is that certain shifted and unshifted shapes (the 
generalized staircases) have the property that Schiitzenberger’s total promotion operator acts 
as the identity or the transpose. Here we prove that generalized staircases are essentially the 
only shapes with these promotion properties. 
1. Introduction 
In the paper [l], one of us (Haiman) described a class of shifted and unshifted 
shapes-the generalized staircmes-for which, among other things, it can be 
proven in a unified manner that Schiitzenberger’s total promotion operator [2] is 
the identity (or in one case, the transpose). It was observed there that the 
generalized staircases covered all known and conjectured instances of this 
promotion property, and the question was raised whether the promotion property 
characterizes the generalized staircases. Here we answer that question in the 
affirmative. 
Since this paper is in effect an additional chapter of [l], we refer the reader 
there for all definitions concerning shapes, tableaux, and the like, as well as for 
the broader context to which the present results belong. We do, however, review 
here the statement of the problem we shall solve. 
Recall that we call a shape miniature if it has 3 cells in the unshifted theory, or 
4 in the shifted theory. A miniature shape A is a stone (which is bad) if there are 
dual equivalent tableaux S and T of shape ;1 such that e(S) and e(T) are not dual 
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equivalent, where e denotes exhaustion, the anti-operation of evacuation. 
Otherwise the shape is a brick (which is good). The images of bricks and stones 
under an order-reversing reflection of the plane are anti-bricks and anti-stones 
respectively. 
The generalized staircases are the connected shapes whose miniature final 
segments are all bricks and whose miniature initial segments are all anti-bricks. 
The reader may consult [l] for the list of bricks and anti-bricks and the 
classification of generalized staircases. The main result on promotion proved 
there is the following. 
Theorem 1. For tableaux T of shape At or AT, total promotion is given by 
p”(T) = T’. For tableaux T of shape R,,,, D,,,,, D&,,, T,,, or TIT,,, it is given by 
p”(T) = T. 
It should be noted that as far as promotion is concerned, it makes no difference 
if an unshifted shape is regarded as shifted. Thus the above theorem includes the 
‘exceptional’ shifted genealized staircases U,, U;, and U, as AZ, AZ, and R2,2. 
The other exceptional ones, U5 and U,*, are genuine exceptions, since they do not 
have special promotion properties. 
It should also be noted that the total promotion operator applied to tableaux of 
a disconnected shape acts independently in each connected component. In 
particular, total promotion is the identity if and only if true on each connected 
component, and total promotion on a symmetric shape can only be the transpose 
if the shape is connected. Our main theorem is the following. 
Theorem 2. The only connected shifted and unshifted shapes h for which the total 
promotion operator on tableaux of shape ,I is the identity are the generalized 
staircases RI,,, D,,,, D&,, Ttm and T&,,. The only symmetric shapes A for which 
total promotion on tableaux of shape A is the transpose are the generalized 
staircases A, and Af. 
2. Proofs of main results 
The key tool used in the proof of Theorem 1 is the following theorem, whose 
proof can be found in [l]. 
Theorem 3. Let il be a generalized staircase and n = Jill. We write (t mod n) for 
the element of (1, . . . , n} congruent to t (mod n). Let S = T be an elementary dual 
equivalence of tableaux of shape A and let {j, j + 1, . . . , k} be the entries of the 
miniature segment involved in the elementary dual equivalence. Then for 
(-t mod n) $ {(j modn), (j+lmodn), . . . , (k - 1 mod n)} p’(S) -p’(T) is an 
elementary dual equivalence involving the segment {(j + t mod n), . . . , (k + 
t mod n)} (the restriction on t makes this a genuine segment). 
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It was conjectured in [l] that the foregoing property characterizes generalized 
staircases. Our first goal here will be to prove that conjecture. 
Theorem 4. Every connected shifted or unshifted shape with the property in 
Theorem 3 is either a generalized staircase, or a rectangle (which is an unshifted 
bur not a shifted generalized staircase) considered as a shifted shape. 
Here is the list of unshifted stones, which are all disconnected. 
For the shifted case we have both disconnected 
following are the disconnected ones. 
E!r 
and connected stones. The 
The following are the connected ones. We say that the first two are 
nonrectangular and the last two are rectangular. 
In the above lists, disconnectedness is flexible. For example there can be many 
rows or columns between the two lower cells and one upper cell in the first 
diagram of the unshifted list. A disconnected stone u occurring as a final segment 
in a shape L is said to have minimal height in jl if there is no lower-right corner 
cell of A between components of (T. 
To prove that the property in Theorem 3 characterizes generalized staircases, 
we concentrate on promotions that ‘wrap’ an elementary dual equivalence 
involving a final segment around to an initial segment. 
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Lemma 1. Let A be a connected unshifted shape and let n = 1 AI. Suppose that 
whenever S = T is an elementary dual equivalence of tableaux of shape A involving 
entries {n - 2, n - 1, n}, p3(S) =p’(T) via an elementary dual equivalence 
involving entries { 1, 2, 3). Then all final miniature segments of A are (unshifted) 
bricks. 
Proof. Suppose that some miniature final segment of A is a stone. In the 
unshifted case, it is easy to see that A must contain a minimal height stone o. We 
will cnnstruct distinct dual equivalent tableaux S and T of shape A which differ 
only in the stone u, and show that there is an element not in { 1,2,3} whose 
position in p3(S) differs from its position in p3(T). Thus p3(S) and p3(T) are not 
elementary dual equivalent via entries { 1,2,3}. 
The tableaux S and T are constructed as follows: We begin with a pair of dual 
equivalent tableaux S, = TO of shape 0, with e(S,) # e(T,) (for an unshifted stone 
a, there is just one such pair). Let p be the smallest connected rim hook which 
contains the stone u. Such a ~1 exists because A is connected. Let m = 1~1. We 
extend S, (T, respectively) to the shape p by filling in the shape p/a with 
{n-m+l,n-mm+,..., n - 3) from top to bottom by rows. Let S, (T, 
respectively) be the resulting tableau. We again extend S, (T, respectively) to the 
shape A by filling in the shape A/p in any way, as long as it is the same for S, and 
T,. Let S (T respectively) be the resulting tableau. It is clear that S and T are 
elementary dual equivalent involving entries {n - 2, n - 1, n}. We need to show 
that there is an element not in (1, 2, 3) whose position in p3(S) is different from 
its position in p3(T). In fact the element n - m + 1, which after incrementing 
becomes n - m + 4 $ { 1,2,3}, ends up in distinct positions in p3(S) and p3(T), as 
can easily be verified for each unshifted stone. 0 
We illustrate with an example, where o is the first stone in the list. Let S and T 
be the first two tableaux in Fig. 1, which are constructed by the preceding 
construction, with o the shape occupied by {12,13,14}. Then ~1 is the shape 
occupied by {9,10,. . . , 14). If we promote S and T each three times (without 
incrementing the entries) then the element 9 takes different positions in p3(S) and 
in p’(T) as shown in Fig. 1. 
Since the anti-statement of Lemma 1 holds by symmetry, we get the following 
lemma. 
7 
5 6 s 
3 9 10 1’ EP 4 11 1 13 14 2 
Fig. 1. S, T, p3(S), p3(T). 
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Lemma 2. Let A be a connected unshifted shape and let n = IAl. Suppose that 
whenever S = T is an elementary dual equivalence of tableaux of shape A involving 
entries (1, 2, 3}, P-~(S) =p-‘(T) via an elementary dual equivalence involving 
entries {n - 2, n - 1, n}. Then all initial miniature segments of A are (unshifted) 
anti-bricks. 
Lemmas 1 and 2 prove Theorem 4 in the unshifted case. For the shifted case, 
the situation is different. We begin with analogous lemmas. 
Lemma 3. Let A be a connected shifted shape and let n = 111. Suppose that 
whenever S = T is an elementary dual equivalence of tableaux of shape A involving 
entries {n - 3, n - 2, n - 1, n}, p4(S) =p”(T) via an elementary dual equivalence 
involving entries { 1, 2, 3, 4). Then all final miniature segments of A are shifted 
bricks or connected shifted stones. 
Proof. Suppose that some miniature final segment is a disconnected stone. If 
there is a disconnected stone with minimal height, then we choose (J to be such a 
stone and proceed as in the unshifted case. As before, we need a pair S,, = TO of 
tableaux of shape o and a rim hook p 2 o such that after extending S,, and T, to 
S, and TP by filling in p/a top to bottom by rows, the least entry moves to 
different cells in p4(S,) and p”( TP). 
There are some slight differences from the unshifted case. First, we take ~1 to 
be the smallest rim hook connecting the top two connected components of o. For 
the shifted stones u in the middle row of the table, this p will be disconnected, 
with the bottom cell of o forming a component of p. Second, there is a choice of 
pairs S, = T, with e(S,) # e(T,), and some choices may fail. Nevertheless, it is 
easily verified that at least one suitable pair does exist for each cr. 
Finally, in the shifted case it is not obvious that there must be a minimal height 
stone. If A contains as a final segment one of the stones from the first two rows of 
the list of disconnected shifted stones then, since h is connected, a little thought 
reveals that A contains a stone o of the same shape with minimal height. If II 
contains as a final segment one of the stones from the third row of the list then i\. 
need not contain as a final segment any stone of the same shape with minimal 
height. If it does not, however, then iz, being connected, has to contain a stone 
from the second row of the list and hence A contains a minimal height 
disconnected stone. Cl 
For example, the shape 3c in Fig. 2 contains as a final segment the first stone 
from the third row of the list of disconnected shifted stones, but does not contain 
any minimal height stone of that shape. It does, however, contain the second 
stone from the second row of the list, with minimal height. In this example we 
take o to be the shape occupied by {8,9,10,11} in the figure. Then p, the rim 
hook containing the stone a, is the shape occupied by {7,8,9,10, ll}. The 
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Fig. 2. A, SO, S,. 
corresponding dual equivalent tableaux TO and TP would be obtained by switching 
10 and 11 in S, and S,. As in the unshifted case the entry 7 moves to different 
positions in p4(S) and p”(T). 
To prove the shifted case of Theorem 4, it remains to eliminate the possibility 
that some final segment of A is a connected shifted stone, but A is not a rectangle. 
Some cases can be eliminated by a method similar to that used for disconnected 
stones. 
Lemma 4. Let A be a connected shifted shape. Suppose that h contains a 
non-rectangular connected shifted stone or a shape in Fig. 3 as a final segment. 
Then A does not satisfy the property in Theorem 3. 
4l FEEI TEE3 
Fig. 3. Some shapes containing a rectangular connected stone. 
Proof. We may assume that A. does not contain any disconnected stone as a final 
segment. By inspecting the list of stones we see that if A contains as a final 
segment a nonrectangular shifted stone then either A is that stone or A contains as 
a final segment a shape in Fig. 4. If A is the stone then we may check directly that 
it does not satisfy the property in Theorem 3. 
If )3 contains as a final segment a shape in Figs. 3 or 4 then we proceed as in the 
proofs of Lemmas 1 and 3, but letting p be this shape instead of a rim hook. In 
each case it is possible to choose elementary dual equivalent tableaux S and T 
such that when they are promoted four times, the element in the top cell of the 
leftmost column of ~1 moves to different positions in S and T. 0 
Lemma 5. Let A be a connected shifted shape satisfying the property in Theorem 3. 
Then either all final miniature segments of A are bricks or A is a final segment of a 
rectangle. 
P FP FP 
Fig. 4. Some shapes containing a nonrectangular connected stone. 
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Proof. By Lemmas 3 and 4, the only stones possible as final segments of A are the 
rectangular ones. Suppose A contains such a stone cr. Then the bottom row of o is 
the bottom row of A and the rightmost column of u is the rightmost column of A. 
Otherwise A would contain the second or third stone from the list of shifted 
stones. Since the final segments in Fig. 3 are forbidden, A is a final segment of a 
rectangle. 0 
Finally we obtain the shifted case of Theorem 4. 
Lemma 6. Let A be a connected shifted shape satisfying the property in Theorem 3. 
Then A is a shifted generalized staircase or a rectangle. 
Proof. Suppose every miniature initial segment of A is an anti-brick. Then we will 
show that every miniature final segment is a brick, so A is a generalized staircase. 
Let CJ be a miniature final segment of A and let SO and TO be dual equivalent 
tableaux of shape o. Extend them both by a tableau X to get S =X U S, and 
T = X U TO of shape A, and compute p4(S) and p4(T). By the Theorem 3 
property, p4(S) = p4(T) via an elementary dual equivalence involving { 1,2,3,4}, 
which occupy an anti-brick t. Therefore 
where e* denotes anti-exhaustion. Moreover, 
p4(%z=p4(T)t L\t =/ecs,,(w = le(T,)(X) = y, 
say. This implies e(S,,) = e( TO) since 
e(G) =&*(p4(S)IJ) and e(C) =Iv(c*(p4(T)I,)) 
by jeu-de-taquin. 
By symmetry, we may also conclude that A is a generalized staircase if all its 
miniature final segments are bricks. By Lemma 5 and its anti-statement, the only 
remaining possibility is that A is simultaneously an initial segment of a rectangle 
and a final segment of a rectangle, hence is a rectangle. 0 
With Theorem 4 proven, we are in a position to prove our main result, 
Theorem 2. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let A be a connected shape and n = Iill. Suppose that the 
total promotion on A is the identity. We consider A as a shifted shape. (Note that 
any unshifted shape can be regarded as a shifted shape.) Since p4(S) =penw4(S) 
and P-~(S) =paP4(S) f or all tableaux S of shape A and since promotions preserve 
elementary dual equivalences as long as they do not move any part of the 
segment involved out of the tableau, d has the property in Theorem 3. By 
Theorem 4, A is one of the shapes listed in Theorem 2 for which total promotion 
is the identity. 
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Now suppose that the total promotion on A is the transpose. In particular, A is 
unshifted. Since p3(S) = P-~+~(S~) and pW3(S) =pn-‘(St) for all tableaux S of 
shape A and the transpose preserves unshifted elementary dual equivalences, A 
again has the property in Theorem 3. By Theorem 4, A is an unshifted generalized 
staircase, which must be A, or AT, since we already know that total promotion is 
the identity on rectangles. •i 
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